
MALUS MAMA Basque Iced Sidra, without appellation 

Malus Mama Man is Iñaki-san (Iñaki Otegi Gaztelumendi) 
 

Malus Mama is ice-concentrated sweet Basque apple cider 

without appellation. The fruit comes from (in the main) 

Astigarraga, a village 5km from the outskirts of San 

Sebastian. It is the special project of wine-maker and wild 

cat, Iñaki Otegi. Iñaki-san makes wine in Ribera del Duero 

and Bierzo, and a sweet, lightly fizzy pink Txacoli among 

other things, but this concentrated sweet cider from his homeland is his heart’s project. Iñaki was 

born in San Sebastian in 1972 and graduated a masters of Viticulture and Enology at Madrid’s 

Universidad Polytecnica. 
 

Malus means apples in Basque; mama means jammy-tasty, in reference to apple juice particularly.  

“Man those apples are Jam!” = they are mama. 
 

The Malus Mama project consists of a single cider (ok, there’s a one-off version he made in NZ, but 

…) It’s made from a mix of small and large, red, green, brown and yellow Basque apples grown on 

very old trees, in a dying orchard, Etxeburua, whose black clay is home to at least 17 native apple 

varieties. Iñaki has been managing a second orchard, Ipitzi, with sandier soils since 2017, so his fruit 

supply is assured beyond a failing Etxeburua.  No intervention save pruning takes place. The apples 

(Astarbe, Mendiola, Goikoetxe, Moko …) are high in tannin and acidity but relatively low in sugar 

(natural alcohol in the 5-6 degree range), and are picked and pressed in 

October. The juice is frozen for a week or so and only 25% of the original 

volume remains. After fermentation, it’s aged 18 months in very old 

barricas, is un-sulphured until bottling, then rested in bottle for several 

years until finding expression and balance. It’s 11% a/v at end of it all, 

140-150 g/l residual sugar, pH 3.5. Made since 2008, production is about 

3500 bottles nowadays. High acid and high sugar in tensile balance is the 

aim; foie, tripe and tart-tatine are equal targets. 
 

2011 Malus Mama 350ml bottle (2800 bottles) 

Olive-amber, deep and shiny, somewhere in between boal and eaux-de-vie to, and kinda 

thick-looking. Wow! Unbelievably pure essence of yellowy apples launches from the nose. 

Still, sweet, penetratingly acidic, apple toffee, juicy appleskin memory, intense in all ways 

but not heavy nor cloying and the mouth is excited but not overwhelmed at end. Great 

tannin grip (not holding tight though) with a malic rip. 
 

Tasting note on an open bottle of 2011, 85% ullaged and open a year … a bit of fruit fade 

swaps in for a touch of rancio on nose and in mid-palate. Feels like largely the same thing. 
 

Malus Mama 2013, 40% ullaged, open 4 months.  

An incredible sweet-sour explosion! Sour wins, with a touch of brassy rancio adding complexity. 

 

  



Consulting winemaker in DO Leon and RDD and Rueda 

Prieto Picudo, DO Leon (compact and pointy ... a bit like an olive), may go out as a Mesa wine 

PP:, a very acidic thing usually with pH around 3.2 in finished wine in need of taming 

Sweet, pippy-vegetal red fruits, touch of briar and baking spice, a little mineral haze. Nicely shaped, 

sort of slopes from medium bodied and round at beginning, running down to a snappy acidity. Aged 

in 20 year old barriques and will be re-aged in chestnut foudre. Tannins are lighter than the acidity, 

overall affect in mouth is light and nimble.6 

UNNAMED AS YET 

2016s 1 year in barrel unsulphured 300 litre very old barrel samples 

Mencia from Ponferrada, DO Bierzo (sulphured a little in October 2017) 

Volatility spoiling this barrel sample, he has 2 others to blend. Looks ok underneath the pong. 

 

Tinto Fino from RDD 

Paramo Sur 

Gently spiced earthy and plummy lovely cherries, and woodsy. Spice is husky and a sense of purple 

floral to come. Leathery, blueberry skins. Significant acidity for this variety, sweet-and-sour go at it in 

the mouth, resolving in a pillow of dark, earthy-leathery tannins. Tannin is beautifully soft, and the 

mouth plushly leather-savoury and rounded, plus that flash of acid. Chewy chocolate-round, it 

finishes delightfully juicy and alive. 
 

Paramo 

Darker, fleshier, sweet blue fruits, spiced mulberry, and the whole of a blackberry thicket, briar, 

earth, floral and berry. Slightly leaner in the mouth, with tannins in a vegetal and linear register, 

tracked by pip-squeak acidity. Delicate but very effective, the tannins wedge out the mouth into an 

arrowhead at end, without being overbearing. Lovely spiced acid, really rain watering at end. 
 

Txacoli, Getariako Txacolina 2015,  nearly 2 years of wood, sulphured in February 2017 

Talcy wahsbag florals, with a green snip of sour herb and rounder lemon balm and a menthol tang of 

deep soft mint. Soft at front and round in middle thanks to the wood elaboration, the palate is 

complex herbal-tangy, full but light. Sweet-sour herbs round all around the acidity at the finish, like 

an atom cloud radiating in space, lots going on and almost weightless at once. 

 


